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Capsule Machine
Income solution for NFT projects



Problem of NFT projects

Not enough income from royalty

Floor price is too high for average collectors

Difficult to have regular campaign with engagement

Avg. trading volume of NFT dropped by 90% from peak 



Capsule Machine
Turn any NFT to a fully decentralized raffle game

A new way to buy and sell NFT, it divides an NFT into many 
tickets and sell each ticket for a tiny amount of ETH, 1 
winner will be selected from all buyers, it is fully 
decentralized and open for both buyers and sellers.
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The NFT will be locked in the CAPSULE Machine smart contract. Player will have chance to win the locked NFT by paying the 
entry fee set by the host.

DoubleWeb3 Solution - Capsule Machine



DoubleWeb3 Solution - Capsule Machine

Generate income
Lottery game is one of the most lucrative in the world

Increase accessibility of projects
This allows average collectors to have a chance to get involved into any project

Regular campaign content



Example - member from nudebird parliament

Our oddities capsule machine for a moon bird parliament 

was a great success, we sold 887 tickets and seller 

received 48% more ETH the floor price 




What we can do

1. Community owned Capsule Machine  
 
Sell some of your project’s NFT and all profit will go back to your project vault. We will 
cover the cost of using our machine (2.5% commission will be waived)


2. Allowing your NFT holders to host a Capsule Machine  
 
Currently, only owners of our NFT pass can host a Capsule Machine, but we can allow 
the holders of your project to host a Capsule Machine too

3. Airdropping Capsule Machine tickets 
 
We can also do a simple airdrop of Capsule Machine tickets to your community members



Contact us!

@doubleweb3


coinlover#9630


@doubleweb3


blocklab123@gmail.com


